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Executive Summary 

 
 
Introduction 
 
RBS Group plc (‘RBS’) welcomes the European Commission’s initiative in consulting on the High-level 
Expert Group’s report, and the opportunity to provide views on its recommendations. 
 
Our key comments on the consultation are reprised in this Executive Summary section.  Following 
sections address each of the recommendations identified by the Expert Group, which we have 
categorised as follows: 
 
1. Ring-fence proprietary and certain other trading activities, where these form a significant part of a 

bank’s business. 

2. Ensure firms create and maintain effective recovery and resolution plans, with scope for the 
authorities to propose further structural change beyond that mandated in (1), to enable the 
continuity of critical functions and ensure resolvability. 

3. Ensure banks build up sufficient designated bail-in instruments, to improve their loss absorbency.  
Such liabilities should be held outside the banking system. 

4. Take a more robust capital treatment of the trading book and real estate lending.  Loan-to-value 
or loan-to-income tools should also be available to both micro- and macro-prudential supervisors. 

5. Improve corporate governance reforms via specific measures to (a) strengthen boards and 
management; (b) promote risk management; (c) limit variable remuneration; (d) improve risk 
disclosure; and (e) strengthen sanctions. 

 
 
We would be happy to elaborate further on any of the points made in this response and look forward to 
engaging with the Commission, as it further considers how to respond to the Expert Group’s 
recommendations.  In the first instance, any questions should be addressed to: 
 

Russell Gibson 
Director, Group Regulatory Affairs 

The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc 
280 Bishopsgate (Level 5) 

London EC2M 4RB 
 

Direct line: +44-(0)20-7672 3707 
E-mail: Russell.Gibson@rbs.com  

 
 
Key Comments 
 
Our key conclusions are: 

• RBS broadly supports EU reforms aimed at increasing the resilience and resolvability of banks.  
In particular, we strongly encourage the EU to concentrate on delivery of the Recovery and 
Resolution Directive, which we see as fundamental in addressing concerns over “too big to fail”.  
We would also urge further work on delivering an effective macro-prudential regime, as a means 
of addressing systemic risks and plugging gaps in the framework. 
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• RBS does not believe that ex-ante structural reform serves to solve the problems of bank failure 
and may even exacerbate systemic risk.  Unnecessary costs associated with structural change 
will be partly borne by customers, impacting on economic growth.  Instead, targeted, firm-specific 
reform through the recovery and resolution regime is a better approach.   

• However, in a UK context, we recognise that policy makers and wider opinion have not been 
persuaded by these arguments, and we stand ready to implement ring-fencing as legislative 
requirements begin to be more clearly defined, through the legislative process.    

• If ex-ante structural measures are pursued at an EU level, we believe it critical that banks are not 
subject to multiple variants of structural reform – this would further negatively impact customers, 
as well as potentially increase systemic risk and distort competition in the single market.  While 
the Expert Group’s proposals are intended to be compatible with those of the UK’s Independent 
Commission on Banking, further work will be required to deliver this objective.          

• Bail-in is potentially a powerful and effective tool that goes some way towards ending too big to 
fail.  RBS supports the approach set out in the Commission’s draft Recovery and Resolution 
Directive, but with an exclusion of liabilities with a maturity of less than six months.  We do not 
support the Expert Group’s recommendation of a separate class of bail-in instruments. 

• If there is a ring-fence of the trading entity, there appears little reason to tighten the capital 
treatment of the trading book too.  But if there is such a ‘floor’, it should be based on a risk-
sensitive standardised approach. 

• Real estate exposures have almost invariably been at the heart of banking cycles and losses, so 
we would support a more effective means of calibrating risk weightings. The precise approach this 
would require merits further discussion, however. 

• RBS supports the Expert Group’s desire for better corporate governance in a number of areas, 
albeit we would note that there are a number of existing initiatives already in this space.  To avoid 
multiple and potentially confusing changes, we would like any new initiatives at the EU level to be 
consistent with those being adopted in the UK. 

• There are a number of problems with the Expert Group’s proposals for a fixed-to-variable pay 
ratio and a cap on variable pay.  These are likely to be counter-productive in meeting the report’s 
aims. 

 
 
 

1.  Ring-fencing trading activities 
 
 

 
1.1 RBS is broadly supportive of the extensive reform agenda that has been pursued since 2008, 

most notably with respect to increasing the resilience and resolvability of banks.  We see the 
creation of an effective resolution framework as key to addressing “too big to fail” and support the 
Commission’s proposals for a Recovery and Resolution Directive; we would encourage the EU to 
concentrate on delivering this critical piece of legislation.  RBS also believes that macro-
prudential supervision is an important part of the emerging new regulatory framework and, 
framed and executed properly, a more effective tool for addressing systemic risk than structural 
measures.  More work also remains to be done in this space, both at the national and EU level.  

 
1.2 It is clear through the financial crisis and recent events that banks of all sizes and business 

models have failed.  The Expert Group’s report itself gives some examples: Lehman Brothers, a 
large US investment bank; Northern Rock, a relatively small UK retail bank; and more recently, 
the Spanish cajas.  Whilst it is important to ensure that banks of all types are resilient, resolvable 
and not excessively risky, it is difficult on the basis of the evidence to suggest that a particular 
form of bank structure is inherently riskier. 

 
1.3 For this reason we do not believe that an ex-ante ring-fence, applied uniformly to EU banks, is 

the correct response to the problems that the Expert Group considered.  Indeed it is possible that 
such a measure might serve to concentrate risk by undermining the diversity of European banks 
that have arisen to serve customers’ needs.  Nor do we support de minimis exclusions or 
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bespoke ex-ante reform applied to individual institutions.  It should be borne in mind that any 
structural reform will result in costs that will inevitably be partly borne by customers. 

 
1.4 The Expert Group discusses (Appendix 4) the economic literature on economies of scale and 

scope in banking, but the discussion does not appear to include much of the more recent 
research.  It is clear that many early analyses such as Saunders (1996) and Berger & Mester 
(1997), both cited by the report, found that economies of scale were exhausted at relatively low 
levels of assets.  While the report acknowledges that some more recent studies found returns to 
scale at significantly greater asset levels, it does not, in our view, capture the current state of 
research on this topic using data from the 21st century rather than the 1980s, which finds 
significant and growing returns to scale.  We would reference, for example, Wheelock & Wilson 
(2012), Feng & Serilitis (2009) and Hughes & Mester (2011).1  The recent paper by Andy 
Haldane of the Bank of England does not factor in that increasing regulation is one of the key 
drivers of firms attempting to use economies of scale to reduce its 2 impact.  

                                                     

 
1.5 We are concerned that proponents of ring-fencing may a) underestimate the economic benefits of 

scale inherent in many segments of banking activity (particularly with increased regulation) and b) 
where those benefits are recognised, may attribute too great a proportion of them to the effect of 
an implicit government subsidy for banks viewed as too big or too important to fail. A 
miscalculation on this point may result in significant negative economic impacts for consumers, in 
addition to the disruption that such large-scale restructuring of banking activities is likely to entail. 

 
1.6 Some EU Member States are also considering their own structural reform measures – namely, 

France and the UK.  It is fundamentally important that EU banks are not subject to two differing 
forms of structural reform.  The costs and impacts on customers are likely to be significant.  
Furthermore, it is not clear that the Expert Group’s ring-fence and that proposed by the UK are 
compatible – for example, the differing geographical scope means that there are entities which 
are excluded from both types of ring-fence, such as a non-EEA retail deposit-taker.  If there must 
be structural reform it is essential that Member States implement only one type of ring-fence. 

 
1.7 However, the design of ring fence proposed by the Expert Group (focusing on isolating certain 

trading activities) may avoid some of the systemic risks we fear may be present in the ring-
fencing concept of the UK’s Independent Commission on Banking (which targets rather the 
protection of specified critical functions such as retail and SME deposits).  We remain concerned 
that the UK ring fence may, contrary to the intentions of the ICB or the UK Government, cement 
and make more explicit perceived Government support for the ring-fenced bank. 

 
1.8 The Expert Group report sets out proposals for setting thresholds for the mandatory separation of 

trading assets.  As currently proposed, the first stage definition includes a test based on the 
proportion of total assets represented by assets “held for trading” and “available for sale”.  Whilst 
this definition has the benefit of being based on generally accepted accounting terms, there are 
some ways in which the definition may create a distorting effect: 

• Assets “held for trading” include loans and advances to banks and to customers, i.e. 
traditional lending business with clients and not trading activities. This may inflate the ratio 
of trading to total assets, thereby catching some banks within the threshold for the possible 
separation of trading activities that might not otherwise be caught.  

• Assets included in the “held for trading” category include gross figures for derivative assets 
i.e. prior to netting arrangements. “Real” exposures are more accurately measured based 
on net exposure (i.e. after netting).  

 
1 Wheelock & Wilson: “Do large banks have lower costs? New estimates of returns to scale for US banks”, 
Journal of Money, Credit and Banking 2012.   Feng & Serilitis: “Efficiency, technical change and returns to scale 
in large US banks”, Journal of Banking and Finance 2009.  Hughes & Mester: “Who said large banks don’t 
experience scale economies? Evidence from a risk-return-driven cost function”, Working Papers, Federal 
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia 2011. 
2 “On being the right size”: speech given at the Institute of Economic Affairs’ 22nd Annual Series, the 2012 
Beesley Lectures, at the Institute of Directors, Pall Mall, on 25 October 2012. 

 



• A ratio based on this gross derivatives figure does not capture banks’ true exposures to 
derivatives and exaggerates the weighting of derivatives relative to their actual financial 
significance. For example, RBS’ 2011 report and accounts recognise £771bn of assets 
“held for trading”, of which gross derivative exposures are £529bn (35% of total group 
assets).  However, the net derivative exposure was £51bn, i.e. 5% of group assets.  

 
1.9 We recommend a careful review of the definition of the ratios to be used and propose refinement 

to more closely align the ratio with (i) genuine trading activities undertaken by EU banks, 
excluding lending activities; and (ii), true exposure to derivative activity as revealed by the net 
derivative position. 

 
 
 

2.  Recovery and Resolution Plans 
 
 

 
2.1 RBS is a strong supporter of a harmonised cross-border recovery and resolution regime.  This is 

an important gap in the regulatory framework that the EU is seeking to remedy through its 
proposed Recovery and Resolution Directive.  RBS is working closely with the authorities to 
create plans for both recovery and resolution. 

 
2.2 Given that it is difficult to determine how and where problems might emerge, these plans must be 

flexible enough to take into account a wide range of stress events.  The virtue of this approach is 
that it is firm-specific, tailored to the business model and customer base of the bank, to ensure 
that those services that are essential to the economy and those that are commercially critical can 
be preserved. 

 
2.3 RBS is working constructively with the authorities to improve the resolvability of the institution 

within the context of the plans yet to be agreed with the authorities.  Removing impediments to 
resolution should be a part of a firm’s ongoing relationship with the authorities, rather than 
imposed upon all banks through legislation. 

 
2.4 We believe that the above approach to structural reform is preferable to ex-ante sector-wide 

restructuring, which might serve to concentrate risk and negatively impact customers, as 
discussed in the section above. 

 
 
 

3.  Bail-in  
 
 

 
3.1  RBS supports the creation of a bail-in tool to be applied by the authorities to liabilities should they 

decide to do so in a resolution.  However it is important that the bail-in tool is recognised as a 
resolution tool only and that resolution authorities consider all resolution tools on a ‘pari passu’ 
basis before they chose to apply a particular tool.  This ensures that creditors are not seen as the 
first line of defence in a resolution, with resulting pricing to reflect loss absorbency aligned to 
capital.  It also ensures that investors continue to measure and manage risk on the basis of 
current insolvency triggers, but without the value destructive insolvency process. 

 
3.2 RBS agrees with the Expert Group report that the hierarchy of claims must be respected, and that 

bail-in should be used only in conjunction with other reorganisation measures.  RBS also agrees 
with the overall aim of improving the predictability of the circumstances in which the bail-in tool 
would be used.  However, we believe these are sufficiently set out in the proposed Recovery and 
Resolution Directive. 

 
3.3 The Expert Group report advocates the use of explicitly bail-in-able instruments.  RBS believes 

that (as a general principle) all liabilities should be subject to bail-in, where it is practical to do so, 
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with respect for the creditor hierarchy.  However, it is important to exclude liabilities with a 
maturity of less than six months from the regime.  This serves to minimise the likelihood of a run 
on a bank and lessen the contagion implications of a failure.  We do recognise that there is a 
trade-off that would likely require banks to pay more for their long-term funding as a result of the 
exclusion.  We do, however, believe that this is a justifiable outcome to ensure greater financial 
stability. 

 
3.4 The Expert Group proposal suggests that detailing the characteristics of bail-in instruments would 

increase predictability and allow investors to know the eventual treatment of the respective 
instruments in case of resolution.  However, RBS believes that, from an investor perspective, the 
relevant bank’s overall risk profile and the size of its capital cushion (which absorbs losses such 
that resolution is avoided) is more important.  In our experience, investors are more concerned 
about the lack of predictability surrounding the point at which the authorities would trigger bail-in. 

 
3.5 The targeted approach of applying the bail-in tool explicitly to a certain category of debt 

instruments (with an express language to this effect in their terms) suggests a requirement for a 
new class of capital that absorbs losses ahead of ordinary senior debt in resolution.  This goes 
wider than the provisions of the Recovery and Resolution Directive.  Moreover, RBS believes that 
this unnecessarily complicates the capital structure, since such instruments would be viewed as 
an additional layer of capital and priced accordingly.  Already there is confusion with ‘loss 
absorbing capacity’ being referred to as ‘loss absorbing capital’.  Any requirement to hold an 
amount of this particular category of debt will be viewed by the market as the new level of capital, 
with financial stability challenged when this level is breached.  The new category is also likely to 
be viewed as a new capital instrument similar to Tier 2 capital.  A market is unlikely to exist for 
these instruments with investors preferring to invest in capital instruments that they are familiar 
with.  This will make it extremely difficult for banks to build the level of bail-in debt required and to 
maintain it through re-issuance cycles, particularly in times of stress, with an inability to refinance 
likely to bring about a ‘death spiral’. 

 
3.6 RBS supports the Recovery and Resolution Directive approach of spreading potential loss 

absorbency across as wide a group of creditors as possible, increasing the likelihood that there 
are sufficient loss-absorbing creditors to enable effective recapitalisation.  The impact on any 
particular class of creditors is also minimised, ensuring their credit risk remains similar to what it 
would be in the case of a failed bank entering into insolvency. No creditor should be left worse off 
following bail-in than they would have been under insolvency.  The benefit of a broad pool of 
liabilities able to absorb losses also significantly enhances the ability of all banks to achieve bail-in 
requirements without perversely incentivising less stable funding models. 

 
3.7 The Expert Group recognises that the introduction of a new class of bail-in debt would result in 

congestion in the new issuance market.  The Group therefore suggests a phased in approach to 
build to required levels.  With the limited market appetite that is likely to exist as mentioned above, 
implementation of a bail-in regime is placed at risk.  This may be mitigated if subordinated debt 
were to qualify for this category of bail-in debt, making use of current Tier 2 capital that will not 
qualify under the Basel III framework.  However this does not reduce the re-financing risk cited 
above, which could lead to a ‘death spiral’.  The Expert Group’s proposal of restricting holdings of 
such instruments to “non-bank institutional investors” would limit the demand even further. 

 
 
 

4.  Capital treatment of trading book and real estate exposures  
 
 

 
4.1 It is not clear at this stage how the Expert Group’s proposals for changes to the capital treatment 

of the trading book fit with the Basel Committee’s Fundamental Review of the Trading Book.  
However, the proposal for an additional non-risk based capital requirement appears to undermine 
international developments.  It is also not clear on the basis of the Group’s report what metric 
would be used to calculate such a requirement.  A metric designed to reduce operational risk 
appears particularly troublesome. 
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4.2 If the proposal for a ring-fenced trading entity is taken forward, the need to apply additional capital 
requirements to that entity appears to dissipate – given that depositors would no longer be directly 
put at risk from trading activities.  We note that the report implicitly supports such a perspective, 
when it states that “the size of the additional capital buffer could increase in proportion to the level 
of deposit funding” (p.95). 

 
4.3 The proposals also suggest a floor; if taken forward, this should be based on a more risk-sensitive 

standardised approach.  We do however recognise that there are important questions about how 
this could be done in practice.  It is important that this work is fully integrated into the Basel 
Committee’s work.  The suggestion that the EU should consider European specificities following 
finalisation of the work on the Fundamental Review of the Trading Book seems to us to potentially 
undermine the G20 process – it would be better, in our view, for the EU to engage proactively in 
the Review and to influence the framing of any new global standards. 

 
4.4 The Expert Group also proposes a more robust treatment of real estate exposures.  Real estate is 

almost invariably at the heart of banking cycles and losses, so we would support a more effective 
means of calibrating risk weightings. The precise approach this would require merits further 
discussion, however.  In our view, sectoral risk weights are better than a loan-to-value cap 
because the tool can be better targeted and used more flexibly. 

 
 
 

5.  Corporate governance and remuneration  
 
 

 
5.1 RBS agrees with the Expert Group report that “strengthening governance and control is 

essential”.  We note that there are a number of existing measures, both at the EU and UK levels, 
to this end: for example, the Capital Requirements Directive IV and the UK Corporate 
Governance Code. 

 
5.2 The report notes that “more attention needs to be given to the ability of management and boards 

to run and monitor large and complex banks”.  The report adds that fit and proper persons tests 
will play an important role in ensuring this.  The UK has an existing Significant Influencing 
Function approval process.  This process is currently being revised to take account of the new 
dual supervisory role that the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority 
will play from April 2013.  Discussion also continues on creating greater granularity around board 
and other functions to increase accountability. 

 
5.3 The report also sets out a number of other proposals around corporate governance that are 

similarly being addressed in the UK.  The revised UK Corporate Governance Code makes 
provision to ensure that board membership is built on the basis of diversity, to ensure a strong 
balance of experience and representation.  Similar measures in the EU would address the Expert 
Group concern that boards are not representative of the shareholder base.  The report also 
argues that Chief Executive Officers can be too powerful.  Likewise the UK Corporate 
Governance Code addresses this directly by necessitating “constructive challenge by non-
executive directors”.  The Code also makes the Chairman responsible for ensuring the 
effectiveness of the board, promoting a culture of openness and debate.  Finally, the report 
asserts that sanctions for the directors of failed banks are not strong enough.  The UK 
Government has consulted on such sanctions, including the creation of a new offence for 
recklessness.  We would like any similar measures implemented at the European level to be 
consistent with those adopted in the UK. 

 
5.4 The Expert Group make a number of proposals to reform remuneration.  The application of a 

potential ratio (fixed versus variable) is likely to lead to an increase in the overall level of fixed 
compensation and a reduction in variable compensation, where firms feel compelled to keep the 
level of total compensation broadly whole in order to retain staff.  In turn, this would reduce the 
amount and proportion of compensation already subject to forfeiture or risk adjustment provisions, 
and limit the capacity to reduce total pay where warranted by business performance.  Firms 
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should have the opportunity to set and justify their own ratios at the point awards are 
recommended, to shareholders and regulators, rather than setting a pre-defined ratio across the 
industry. 

 
5.5 For the same reasons, we would argue against hard caps on variable pay.  Dividends are 

arguably an arbitrary financial metric in determining maximum variable remuneration pay outs.  
There will be situations where there would be a positive (or negative) correlation between these 
elements, but this will vary from firm to firm and should be for individual firms to manage, rather 
than being mandated.  Many firms undertake extensive consultation with institutional 
shareholders across a range of remuneration issues.  Ratios of fixed to variable pay and limits on 
overall pay should continue to be a matter for firms and shareholders to decide upon and 
determine what is most appropriate for their business at different points in the economic cycle.  
Regulators already closely focus on ensuring that firms maintain adequate capital levels and 
ensure that the payment of variable remuneration does not limit a firm’s ability to maintain and 
strengthen its capital position. 

 
5.6 Generally, global firms will have to meet the requirements of several regulatory regimes – 

potentially home and host, both EU and third country, increasing the complexity of managing 
remuneration. Further EU specific regulation would also exacerbate an uneven playing field 
between the EU and the rest of the world.  There is the risk of making the EU unattractive to key 
staff who may instead wish to be based outside of the EU.  If this occurred it would have a 
negative impact on the level of financial services business conducted in the region. 

 
 

--- End --- 


